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Estos poemas son mis memorias, mis sueños—mis películas en mi almohada.
These poems are my memories, my dreams—the movies in my pillow.

(Argueta, 2001, p. 1)

Research on language and literacy development for English language learners has
provided extensive data and theoretical frameworks to suggest different practices—
nonprescriptive or homogenous—to effectively engage these students in success-
ful literacy learning experiences. Among the most relevant to this chapter are
sociocultural theories that look at the connections among language, literacy, and cul-
ture (Huerta-Macías, 1998; Pérez et al., 1998; Soto, 1997; Trueba, 1990) and the
critical role of honoring and welcoming the students’ home language and culture
into the learning process to develop inclusive and culturally democratic biliteracy
spaces (Darder, 1997). Related to this notion of home, language, and cultural
democracy is also the idea that students from diverse linguistic backgrounds come
to the schooling process with valuable information and experiences from their
home and their communities or “funds of knowledge” (Moll, Amanti, Neff, &
González, 1992) that should be considered in the development of a relevant cur-
riculum that allows for the students’ voices and experiences to be heard and be pre-
sent (Martínez-Roldán, 2003).

In this chapter we present Mario’s voice on a literature-based unit reading and
writing bilingual narrative poetry. Mario is a fifth-grade student from Mexico
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who recently immigrated to the United States and now lives in a city in the
Midwest. This instrumental case study (Stake, 2000) was part of a collaborative
research project between two teachers and a university professor in an elementary
school. On this unit the students read and responded to the book A movie in my pil-
low/Una película en mi almohada (2001), a collection of bilingual poems by
Salvadorian author Jorge Argueta. In the book, Argueta uses his life experiences as
an immigrant in the United States to write narrative poems connected to his iden-
tity. Through a series of curricular explorations, we interpret the poet’s voice,
images, and intentions to understand how poetry as a literary genre is used as a space
to express and create images related to the writer’s identity. After an analysis of the
author’s writing, the students engaged in an “authoring cycle” (Short, Harste, &
Burke, 1996) to create their own bilingual poems using their life experiences as a
framework. The questions framing the students’ writing inquiry were: “If you were
going to write a book like A movie in my pillow/Una película en mi almohada, what
experiences would you like to share? What kind of images and/or words would you
use in your poetry?” The students had the choice of writing in English, Spanish, or
both.

This chapter presents how through the reading and interpretation of Argueta’s
poetry Mario began to voice aspects of his experiences of coming to the United
States. Modeling after Argueta’s poetry on border crossing, Mario worked on writ-
ing narrative poetry that voiced his own story of coming to the United States. We
used notions such as Anzaldúa’s (1987) literary image of border crossing and Igoa’s
(1995) stages on the “phenomenon of uprooting” to interpret Mario’s inner voice
in his process of creating the poetry. Our intention here is to share the possibilities
of using bilingual Latino/a literature and authors as “cultural modeling” (Lee,
Spencer, & Harpalani, 2003) for engaging Latino/a students in multiple and com-
plex explorations of identity and literary genres such as poetry. According to Lee,
Spencer, and Harpalani (2003), “cultural modeling” is a “framework for designing
instruction that makes explicit connections between students’ everyday knowledge
and the demands of the subject matter-learning” (p. 7). When we refer to the used
of Latino/a literature and authors as cultural models, we are talking about the ways
in which authors and students “live culturally” in diverse and complex ways. We
agreed with Moll (as cited by Lee, Spencer, & Harpalani, 2003) in that “cultural life
consists of multiple voices, of unity as well as discord, including an imperfect shar-
ing of knowledge; of intergenerational understanding; of developing both adaptive
and maladaptive practices while discarding others . . .” In our research all students
in the classroom shared multiple aspects of their identity through poetry. We found,
however, that Mario’s voice was among the most engaging.
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LATINO/A VOICES AND AUTHORING CYCLES

According to Giroux (1988), “[v]oice refers to the principles of dialogue as they are
enunciated and enacted within particular social settings” (p. 199). Voice then is not
just a matter of generic talk but the creation of situated dialogues or forms of self-
expression that are socially and culturally constructed.The multiple literacy engage-
ments we create in classrooms for students to talk, read, write, and listen are not
generic forms of communication but are always socially and culturally situated
sites from where to voice and perform in particular ways. Literary explorations and
writing, for example, are aspects of the curriculum that we could use to either
silence students’ voices through meaningless worksheets and generic skills lessons
or facilitate a space to speak using the students’ social and cultural reality as a
framework.This is the case we present on this piece working with bilingual Latino/a
students in authoring cycles (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996) using bilingual Latino/a
literature as models for literary understanding and writing.

In an authoring cycle (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996), students engage in
learning inquiries—writing, literary explorations, and other—using their knowledge
and interests as the main sources. Students are encouraged to use their immediate
world to transform the learning process into something relevant to them.
Furthermore, when the structure of the authoring cycles is framed as inquiry into
themselves, the students have the opportunity to voice and share critical aspects of
their life experiences and identity with the rest of the classroom community nam-
ing and sharing their wor(l)d (Freire, 1970/1995). For this reason, we also consid-
ered that as we encouraged students to look and write their lives, it was valuable to
study authors who served as models both culturally and literarily.

Using Argueta’s work was relevant because the process of authoring for many
Latino/a literary writers is embedded in multiple intentions connected to their voice,
identity, culture, and social locations (Medina & Enciso, 2002). This is significant-
ly important in texts that are considered “critical fictions” (Mariani, 1991) where
authors from traditionally marginalized communities explore their identities and cul-
tural experiences as forms of “inner liberation” (Anzaldúa, 1987) to name and make
visible their experiences. Among the powerful images explored by Latino/a writ-
ers is the complex nature of being immigrant in a new country. For example,
Anzaldúa (1987) used the literary image of la frontera, the borderland, to describe
not only the physical space where many immigrants live close to the border between
Mexico and the United States, but also a state of mind where multiple cultural nego-
tiations take place, such as race, ethnicity, and gender. In her literary descriptions
of living in la frontera, the borderlands, she defines identity as complex and ambigu-
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ous. La frontera is a contested space where people deal with multiple contradictions
as a result of leaving behind a culture and dealing with aspects of a new one.

Using bilingual Latino/a literature as “mentors” for writing (Buckner-DiMuzio,
1999), to look at how their identity is embedded in their writing is one way to sup-
port bilingual Latino/a students’ writing development. By looking closely at Latino/a
writers as models, the students began to explore their writing as ways to acquire a
strong sense of voice both in English and Spanish. This process contributed to the
formation of bicultural identities and the validation of those identities in schools.

CLASSROOM CONTEXT

The students in this fifth-grade classroom came from a variety of ethnic, cultural,
and linguistic backgrounds: six of the nineteen students were Latino/a, one from
Angola, who spoke Portuguese; seven were African American; and five were
Caucasian. Kelly is the fifth-grade teacher and Susan the English as a Second
Language (ESL) teacher. They have been working throughout the year in a shel-
ter classroom model to support the literacy development for English language
learners. In a shelter classroom, as opposed to a pull-out model, the mainstream
teacher does the class instruction all in English and the ESL teacher is also present
to help adapt lessons, assist students, and work in a small group setting within the
class with English language learners. It is important to point out that the school dis-
trict this school belongs to only has English as a Second Language program as
opposed to bilingual or dual language programs. Under the law, teachers cannot
teach in Spanish; instead, the ESL teacher is charged with teaching students how
to read, write, speak, and listen in English. Therefore the research and practice we
present on this chapter is in many ways in tension with larger administrative ide-
ologies that do not perceived bilingual education as an effective model to teach lin-
guistically diverse students.

Carmen, a Puerto Rican and bilingual university professor in the area of lan-
guage and literacy, approached Kelly and Susan to collaborate in a research project.
Carmen proposed a study that looks at the students’ responses to bilingual Latino/a
literature, paying particular attention to the ways in which this literature could facil-
itate Latino/a students’ literary understanding, biliteracy development, and connec-
tions and separations to their own cultural identity. She also wanted to see what
happened when the creation of bilingual space was open in the classroom where both
languages were welcomed into the learning process. Susan and Kelly agreed to par-
ticipate and suggested a unit on poetry given that it was the one literary genre they
had not worked on with the students.
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A MOVIE IN MY PILLOW/UNA PELÍCULA EN MI ALMOHADA:
A UNIT ON BILINGUAL POETRY

The unit was devised among the three of us. We met and agreed that Argueta’s A
movie in my pillow/ Una película en mi almohada is a powerful collection of bilingual
poetry to inspire the students’ writing, and used it as the framework for a unit on
narrative poetry. The unit lasted one month, meeting three times a week. We began
by having a broad dialogue about definitions of culture and aspects of our cultural
identity. We created a “culture mural” that collected all the words that defined
aspects of our individual culture, and the mural allowed us to see the multiple cul-
tural locations shared in the classroom. After the creation of the mural, we worked
on three literature discussion groups with multiple copies of the text for the students
on each group. We read the book aloud both in English and Spanish, beginning with
the author’s introduction where he provides a description of his life experiences and
intentions for writing the book that helped us to better contextualize the poems in
the book. The curricular engagement “say something” (Short, Harste, & Burke,
1996) was used to share our—students and facilitators—thinking after reading the
introduction and each poem by saying what came to our mind. The initial reading
was just meant to enjoy and openly respond to the poetry.

The students then met in pairs and chose two poems to respond to using a “graf-
fiti board” (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996). In a graffiti board, the students record
their immediate responses to a text, and in the context of this classroom, the stu-
dents could choose any language to respond, creating multilingual representations
in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. The graffiti boards worked as a way to frame
readers’ conversations around the text in pairs. Carmen, Kelly, and Susan did not
intervene in their creations or dialogues. The students then read the two poems to
the class and presented some of their thinking around the graffiti boards.

The unit continued by looking closely at the author’s craft and intentions. We
asked the students to think of why the author would write/share a specific experi-
ence in a poem. In an overhead, we recorded three examples of poems the students
chose and webbed their responses. Among the students’ choices was the poem “Yo-
yo,” which was one of the students’ favorites mainly because of the rhythm and play-
fulness that Argueta brings to the poem. The students thought that he would write
this poem perhaps because “maybe he wanted one,” “he had a yo-yo when he was
young,” and “he loved to yo-yo.” They also chose the poem “Soup of Stars/Sopa de
Estrellas.” In this poem, Argueta shares his experiences as a child living in El
Salvador during the war and the challenges his family lived, such as not having
enough food. He uses the literary image of a soup of stars, una sopa de estrellas, to
share how the family would go up to the house ceiling and watch the stars: “We
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would look up at the stars—the stars were our soup” (p. 12). The students thought
the author “saw the shape of soup in stars,” which refers to an illustration, “Instead
of eating he would look at the stars,” “He is hungry,” and “Not a lot of money to
buy food.” Through this engagement, the students had an opportunity to examine
the author’s intentions and interpretations of the poetry. From there, we transitioned
to brainstorming ideas for their own writing. We asked the students to think of some
experiences they would like to share and what specific aspects of those experiences
were important to consider.

Once we posed the inquiry questions, the students created graphic organizers
similar to the ones we did on the author, to generate and organize their ideas for
writing. The students informally shared with us and among themselves all the
possibilities, and we moved from there to write the firsts drafts of the narrative
poems.The students engaged in a writing cycle where they drafted ideas; we looked
at those drafts and generated a series of mini-workshops on elements that could
make their writing more powerful; and they revised, translated, published, and
presented their final literary products. Bilingual students wrote their poems in
English and Spanish, but also English-speaking students asked for help from
Spanish-speaking students to have their poems translated. There was a clear shift
in the language dynamics in the classroom when Spanish speakers suddenly became
the language experts to support English speakers.

MARIO’S VOICE: CULTURAL AND LITERARY INQUIRY

Mario was born in Mexico. Five years ago, his mother and the children left Mexico
to live in the Southwest and now live in a city in the Midwest. Mario began the
school year extremely quiet, but by the end of the year, he was much louder, for
instance, when reading or speaking in front of a group.

Similar to many of the poems in A movie in my pillow/Una película en mi almo-
hada, Mario developed his ideas—at the brainstorm stages and in his final poem—
to explore multiple aspects of his feelings about moving to the United States.
During the poetry unit, Mario found close connections with various of Argueta’s
poems, such as When we left El Salvador/Cuando salimos de El Salvador. On this poem
the author narrates his experiences on the day he moved from El Salvador to the
United States:

When I left El Salvador
by Jorge Argueta
When we left El Salvador
To come to the United States
Papa and I left in a hurry
One early morning in December
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We left without saying goodbye
To relatives, friends or neighbors
I didn’t say goodbye to Neto
My best friend

I didn’t sat goodbye to Koki
My happy talking parakeet
I didn’t say goodbye to
Miss Sha-sha-she-sha

My very dear doggie
When we left El Salvador
In a bus I couldn’t stop crying
because I had left my mama
my little brothers
and my grandma behind (p. 11)

Going to Texas
by Mario
Going by airplane
I see outside
Little cars, little buildings
But leaving Mexico is sad
Because I didn’t tell my dad
when I was going to go to Texas.
I cried because I never see him.
Ir para Texas
Ir por avión es divertido
Yo vi afuera
Carros pequeños, edificios pequeños.
Pero irme de Mexico es triste
Porque yo no le avise a mi papá
Cuando me iba a venir a Texas
Yo llore porque yo nunca lo vi más.

Mario identified “When I left El Salvador/Cuando salimos de El Salvador” as
his favorite poem because “This poem reminds me when I didn’t say goodbye to my
dad. I thought Texas was going to be boring but met my aunt, uncle and cousins.”
The influence of Argueta’s poem on his writing was apparent throughout the
brainstorm ideas on his graphic organizers, which later on in the process he used
to construct his final poem. He developed graphic organizers that included words,
images, and ideas for writing his poetry. On these organizers he represented his ideas
for writing about “Going to Texas” and those mostly focused first on his narrative
and feelings about leaving Mexico and the circumstances that took place, such as
leaving his father behind without the possibility of ever seeing him again. He used
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words and phrases such as “Going to Texas,” “sad,” “My mom said I had to come
here,” “Ask my dad when are you going to come here,” “He was working,” “He said
never,” “cried,” “divorce,” “Wanted to stay with my dad,” “no choice.” Second, he
explored his excitement about the airplane with phrases such as “Airplane,” “fun,”
“I see outside,” “cars,” “buildings,” “scared,” “fall down,” “hold on tight.” Third, he
shared his feelings about Texas, including friendship, language, and schooling with
words such as “fun,” “friends,” “Cesar,” “play soccer,” “school,” “Speak a lot of
Spanish,” and “Wanted to learn English.”

Once we examined Mario’s overall process on this series of curricular engage-
ments, we looked at how Argueta’s literary images and voice framed Mario’s voice
and literary images for his own poetry. Like we mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter, he used Argueta’s ways of naming his experiences to name his own.
Furthermore, when we carefully examined his writing, we realized the complexity
of Mario’s narrative, particularly as it relates to aspects of border crossing that are
explored by many Latino/a writers (Anzaldúa, 1987) and the multiple emotions
involved in this experience. We looked for a framework that helped us understand
and listen to what he was saying in a deeper manner. We met and realized that many
of the testimonios Mario shared in his poetry were related to Igoa’s (1995) descrip-
tions of the “phenomenon of uprooting,” thereby making his writing a powerful
example of a literary text where identity and literary work come together.

Igoa (1995) described the “Inner world of the immigrant child”: Based on
observations of her immigrant students, she identified different aspects—emo-
tional, psychological, and cultural—children live through as they are uprooted from
their native cultures and countries to new countries. Those experiences are part of
the child’s inner world or “the deeper area within the child that can be defined as
the truth within (whether or not that “truth” has any basis in reality) or, simply, what
the child feels and believes” (p. 46). She organized the process of uprooting in stages,
however we looked at her ideas more as descriptors to make sense of Mario’s and
Argueta’s literary writing and that facilitated our ability to listen and understand
their poetic voices. The descriptors were used as guide for interpretation and not
as static or to suggest generalizations among all immigrant children’s experiences.
We agreed with Gutiérrez and Rogoff (2003) that in doing research on culture we
should avoid generalizations and reductive approaches. The framework was useful
to us only after we began analyzing Mario’s experience and not before as preimpo-
sition. It helped us understand the complex emotional and psychological process
Mario went through as he moved to the United States and how creative and cul-
turally situated models of teaching and learning facilitated Mario’s self-expression.

For example, according to Igoa’s notions of uprooting, immigrant children
could experience mixed emotions about the journey. Sometimes those feelings
involve dealing with leaving a parents or siblings behind. In Argueta’s poetry, he
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describes his feelings of leaving friends and family behind. Similarly, on Mario’s first
brainstorm, he described the circumstances that frame the move to Texas. He used
the word “sad” at the center to elaborate on his feelings. He then continued by stat-
ing, “My mom said I had to come,” and asked his dad when he could come to the
United States: “Ask my dad when are you going to come here; he was working.” His
father said never, and Mario finalizes that section with the word “cried.” He also used
the word “divorce,” describing his parents’ relationship and also his desire to stay with
his father but not having a choice. “Wanted to stay with my dad” “no choice.”

Mario demonstrated his mixed emotions as he described his trip on the airplane
with a level of excitement about coming to a new place and beginning a new life.
Mario thought the “airplane” was “fun,” and he could “see outside” “cars” and
“buildings.” He was also “scared” about the possibility of falling down but he “hold
on tight.” This combination of sadness, excitement, and fear about the trip are
Mario’s explorations of his own border-crossing experience.

Once in Texas, Mario describes his experiences as “fun” and includes the name
of his friend and playing soccer. On that same figure he includes aspects of his
schooling such as speaking lots of Spanish and his desire to learn English. This is
also similar to some of Argueta’s poetry, such as when he writes about the Barrio
lleno de sol/Neighborhood of sun to describe his life at the San Francisco’s Mission
District. Both Argueta and Mario consider the mixed feelings of sadness, excite-
ment, and happiness in their poetic representations. Mario’s composition of ideas
resulted in a powerful final bilingual narrative poem entitled “Going to Texas.”

RESEARCH AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Mario’s poetic representations voiced multiple aspects of his “inner voice” related
to immigration experiences. Furthermore, using Argueta’s poetry as a model for writ-
ing, Mario used content (border-crossing experiences) and context (bilingual poet-
ry as a literary genre) to develop his own writing of bilingual narrative poetry.
Culture, knowledge, and curriculum came together to create learning experiences
that supported Mario’s development.

It is significant to point out that most of the other students’ poetry was pow-
erful also and included multiple aspects of their lives and identity as well. Students
wrote about vacations, family, death, pets, and favorite things to do. Using narra-
tive poetry where authors write their lives, like in A movie in my pillow/Una pelícu-
la en mi almohada, are powerful literary texts to use as models for writing in the
classroom. Furthermore, Latino/a children’s literature as a body of literary texts has
multiple examples of texts where the authors’ identities are embedded in their
writing (for specific examples see Medina & Enciso, 2002). These texts have the
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potential to frame learning experiences that constitute cultural and literary inquiry
where students learn how literature is a mirror into our lives and the lives of others.
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